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Sketching is a creative form of describing a spatial scene. People perceive such a scene
in a straight forward way and build a mental model of the objects contained in a sketch.
Whereas these objects might be regions, a sketch only contains lines and, therefore,
developing automated sketch interpretation means outlining a rationale to grouping
lines according to the objects they belong to. Automated sketch interpretation allows
efficient processing of sketches. Labor intensive manual extraction could be brought to
a minimum and, therefore, spatial data in form of sketches and spatial information
extracted from sketches would be available more readily. Though spatial data in the
form of sketches are less common than collected aerial photographs or satellite images,
an automated sketch interpretation could provide valuable findings for researching
feature extraction from imagery. This thesis outlines a perceptual sketch interpretation
model that applies theories from spatial reasoning and gestalt theory. Gestalt theory

provides laws of organization, which describe how people organize their visual input.
The law of good continuity is incorporated into the sketch interpretation model. It is
used to identify regions with a continuous boundary. The model first identifies a set of

regions and then extracts the region with the most continuous boundary. Two
alternative sets of regions can be used in the model: (I) the set of all possible regions of
a sketch or (2) a subset containing regions with continuous boundaries. The latter is
typically significantly smaller than the full set. This thesis outlines a perceptual sketch
interpretation model. The assessment of perceptual sketch interpretation model shows
that by applying the law of good continuity to identify regions, the correctness of the
sketch interpretation is improved. The sketch interpretation process also executed much
faster using a subset of regions than when using all possible regions.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Every day, large amounts of spatial data are collected. Interpreting these data poses a
shear never ending task. Automated feature extraction could reduce manual labor. The
objective of this thesis is to investigate feature extraction from sketches. Though spatial
data in form of sketches are less common than aerial photographs or satellite images,
an automated feature extraction could provide valuable findings for researching feature
extraction from imagery. We explore theories from spatial ressoning as well as laws
from gestalt theory and ontline a percep'mal sketch interpretatioc mock1 A sketch
interpretation prototype is implemented to vzriS the developed model.

1 . Feature Extraction from Sketches
The challenge of feature extraction lies in recovering features undamaged and free of
breaks, and in successfully grouping them according to the object to which they belong
(Blake and Isard 1998). Analogically to the latter part of this definition, this thesis
models people's perception to identify regions in a sketch by grouping topologically
clean lines that form region boundaries.
Sketching is a direct, creative, and visual form of expression (Blaser 2000a;
Goldschmidt 1991). Because sketching is by default spatial, it is well wited for
describing spatial scenes (Blaser 2000a; Blaser 2000b). In addition, the way of
1

representing spatial objects is often generalized while little attention is given on details.
These characteristics provide a well-suited research base for investigating automated
feature extraction from spatial data.

1.1.1

Scope

Only static sketches with regions in R~ are of concern for this research. Static sketches
are line drawings on paper that reveal no information about the drawing sequence of
lines. Lines, patches, and regions are valid elements in a sketch and are defined as
follows:
A line is the connection without any self intersection between exactly two points.
Such lines are a subset of 1-cells in set theory-.

,

*

A patch is an element in a panitinn c.f space. The ineeriors ~f any two patches are
disjoint. Such patches are homeomorphic to 2-discs.

*

A region is a perceived object in a sketch. Regions are a single patch or the union

of two or more connected patches. Such regions are also homeomorphic to 2-discs.
This thesis excludes such complex cells as regions with holes, separations, or
regioxs with spikes (Figure 1.I). Also excluded are tessellation because they do not
aliow a distinct interpretation of the drawn objects.

Figure 1.1. (a, c, and e) valid objects in a sketch and (b and d) complex cells and,
therefore, invalid objects in a sketch.

1.1.2 Recovering Features

According to Blake and Isard (1998), the first step in feature extraction is to recover
any feature undamaged and free of breaks. In the case of sketches, the features to be
recovered are lines. Recovering features of a sketch means converting from a raster
representation into a simple vector model
In order to recover these vectors undamaged and free of breaks, it is important that
any drawing errors are eliminated. Drawing errors 'occur in form of ove~shvcits,
undershoots, and slivers. If a sketch represents a cognitive map, errors in the sketch are
mostly metrical and rarely topological (Lynch 1960). It follows that the topology of a
sketch is important in peoples perception whereas metric properties refine: "topology
matters, metric refines" (Egenhofer and Mark 1995).

1.1.3

Grouping Features to Objects

Topologically, a sketch contains lines. This view of a sketch is significantly different
from the mental model that people build when perceiving a sketch. The regions
contained in the people's mental model are represented by a group of lines that form

the region's boundary. Knowing the drawing sequence of lines in a sketch could allow
to group lines to regions (Blaser 2000a). This thesis, however, outlines a reasoning that
is independent of the drawing sequence.

1.1.4 Benefits of Feature Extraction from Sketches
By extracting features from spatial data, information is gained and the data become
more meaningful, more available, and, therefore of a higher quality. Manually
extracting features from spatial data, however, comes at a high cost in labor.
Automated feature extraction reduces the cost of data processing while also gaining
additional information.
Though, few data are ava~iablein form of sketches, solving feature extraction for
sketcheq will be of a great value for future research. Rzsearoh in computer vision and
feature
. .
extraction from medias such as satellite images or aerial photographs could
1

.

profit from the results of this thesis. In addition, this algorithm can be applied to any
data that can be transformed into sketch-like representation. For example, converting a
paper sketch into a digital sketch simply requires a vectorization and a clean algorithm.
The digital sketch then consists of vectors that form boundaries of regions. Converting
an aerial photograph into a vector representation requires one more step before the
vectorization, namely that of edge detection. The result is topologically the same as the
result from converting a paper sketch into a digital sketch. The latter result, however, is
highly dependent on the complexity of the photograph and of the performance of the
edge detection and the clean function.

Further, the PSI algorithm can also be applied to vector data that have been merged
onto the same layer (e.g., "spaghetti data") to recreate layers.

1.1.5

Problem Statement

The perceived regions in a sketch are not contained in the sketch as topological
elements. Only lines are present. A group of lines that form a closed loop implicitly
form regions (Figure 1.2). People are typically very good at perceiving such sequences
of lines as regions. What seems to be such a simple task for people, however, has
proven to be a complex task to be formalized so that it can be implemented and carried
out by a machine.

Figure 1.2. Problem statement: (a) a sketch containing lines and (b) the regions that
people perceive in the sketch.

1.1.6 Related Work
Identifying objects in images or sketches is a broad research topic involving image
processing, computer vision, and machine intelligence. The most related work is
briefly reviewed here.

1.1.6.1 Perceptually Closed Path Finding
An algorithm of identifying closed or nearly closed regions is outlined by Saund
(2003). This algorithm uses two alternatives to trace along lines in a sketch: (1)
maximal turning path and (2) smooth continuation. The maximal turning path traces
the smallest figure possible while the smooth continuation path prefers smooth
continuation traces through junctions. The latter makes use of perceptual theory.
For each seed point, a node, a search for figures is performed. This search is applied
to a search tree that contains all possible paths in the sketch. On this tree, the algorithm
traces along branches depending on the maximal turning path or a smooth continuation,
and turn direction. The found figures are either accepted or rejected based on a measure
for a good gestalt.
A drawback of this algorithm is that it requires domain knowledge about the ways in
which curve fragments tend to comiosk into larger closed paths.

1.1.6.2 PerSketch
PerSketch is a perceptually-supported sketch editor Saund and Moran (1995). This
interactive sketch editing tool gives the user suggestions when editing an object in a
sketch. In doing so, PerSketch tries to read the user's mind. The class of introduced
tools is called WYPlWYG (What You Perceive Is What You Get).
PerSketch defines prime objects and composite objects. Prime objects are lines in a
sketch, whereas composite objects are a set of grouped strokes. Any possible object in
the sketch is contained in an object lattice. From this lattice, the algorithm picks objects

based on a set of rules that identify closure, parallelism, corners, and T-junctions.
Literature on building these rules can be found in the computer-vision literature, e.g.,
Mohan and Nevatia (1 989) and Sarkar and Boyer (1993).

1.1.6.3 CANC2
CANC2 (Mohan and Nevatia 1992) is a computer vision system that is able to identify
object edges from a vectorized image. The set of vectorized edges of an image is
reduced to actual object edges by applying gestalt laws (e.g., proximity, continuity,
symmetry, closure, and familiarity) thus eliminating noise. Identified edges are
grouped to non-overlapping object surfaces. CANC2 is used in a 3D vision system to
model people's perception.

.

1.1.6.4 Sketching Spatial Queries
Sketching Spatiai Queries (Hlaser 2000a) aims to build a query from a ske~chinput.
The query returns other sketches that are similar to the input sketch. The input sketch
has to be drawn in real-time. This way, Sketching Spatial Queries is able to record
temporal information about the drawn elements (e.g., drawing sequence). The model
then groups the drawn lines into objects based on geometric and temporal attributes.
Similarity between sketches is computed based on completeness, geometry, topology,
metric, and directions of objects and topological relations.

1.2 A Perceptual Sketch Interpretation Model
Grouping lines to form regions is a perceptual task. A formalization of this task is
investigated and outlined in a PSI model. The following sections describe the goal, the
approach, and the hypothesis of this thesis.

1.2.1 Goal

The goal of this thesis is to formalize the task of interpreting regions that are contained
in a sketch. For this purpose, we investigate theories from spatial reasoning as well as
the use of the laws of organization from gestalt theory. We want to demonstrate the
suitability of the law of continuity as a rationale for identifying regions in a sketch.
Finally, we propose a perceptual sketch interpretation model.

1.2.2 . Approach

This thesis is concerned with feature extraction from a paper sketch. Jn order to
automatically execute this task in a digital environment, analog-to-digital conversion
has to be addressed. This conversion creates a digital sketch from which the PSI
algorithm first creates the partitions of space. Partitions subdivide space into patches,
which are used as building blocks for any region to be identified. Theories from spatial
reasoning as well as laws fiom gestalt theory are incorporated into the PSI algorithm.

1

create ,patches

F---p7

L
create set of regions using continuity
I

L___
get region with best gestalt

I

Figure 1.3. Algorithm of extracting regions from a sketch.

I .2 2.1 Digital Sketch
An) static sketch has to be converted into a digital sketch befcre the PSI algorithm can

be applied to i l . This process includes three steps: ( 1) 3'-anning, ( 2 ) vectorizing, and (3)
cleaning. Scanning can be accomplished with a commnn scanner that fits the desired

paper sketch. Typically, sketches are drawn with the same pen or pencil for the entire
sketch and, therefore, no distinction between colors is necessary. The raster
representation of such a sketch is a binary image. Vectorization, detects all lines in the
sketch. It is assumed that the sketch only contains lines (representing boundaries of
regions) rather than filled regions. Vectorization has to return a set of lines that do not
cross each other. Instead, at every intersection the lines are split so that they meet at the
intersection point. This data model is chosen because crossing lines would limit the
possible grouping of lines into regions and could not be relied on. The third step cleans
drawing errors such as overshoots, undershoots, and slivers. A fizzy tolerance is used
9

to detect slivers and a dangle length is used to detect overshoots and undershoots. The
result of these three steps is a digital sketch with a topologically clean vector
representation of the original paper sketch. Throughour the rest of this thesis, the term
sketch is used to describe a digital sketch.

1.2.2.2 Identifying Patches

Geographic information must be embedded in a reference system for time, space, and
attribute (Chrisman 200 1). Feature extraction from a static sketch, however, can only
use information about space since no temporal information about the drawing's
sequence is available. Also attribute information, such as line colors is uniform
throughout the entire sketch so that no further distinctions can be made. Based on
information about space, a tracking algorithm that traces along lines and continues in
the same direction when reaching an intersection point (e.g., always turn left. or always
turn right) identifies boundaries s f patches. Fatches, however, do not necessarily
coincide with objects that people perceive (e.g., two overlapping regions are interpreted
as three patches).

1.2.2.3 Identifying Regions

The patches in a sketch can. be used as building blocks for any region. Such a region is
built by the union of two or more patches, or a patch is itself a region. In order to
identify regions that are to be extracted from the sketch, a set of regions that are
candidate to be extracted is identified. This set is identified by a 'set module', which

either returns the full set of possible regions or a subset. The smaller the subset the
more efficient the algorithm would be.
To identify meaningful objects other than patches, people use intuitive reasoning.
Regions are formed by grouping the correct set of lines in a sketch. Theory describing
such reasoning has been developed in gestalt theory, a branch of psychology, and has
been published as the laws of organization (Wertheimer 1923).
A component of the laws of organization is the law of good continuation. This law
states that two lines are more likely to be grouped together if one line is perceived as
the continuation of the other. The law of good continuation is of great importance and
allows for identifying regions in the sketch: two patches A and B are likely to form a
new region if a segment of patch B's boundary appears as the continuation of a
. ,
segment of patch A's boundary.
The notion of a good continuity is incorporated in a set module tnat identifies a set
of regions that are candidates to be extracted. As a result the set of possible regions is
generally much smaller than the set of the full set of all possible regions and, therefore,
fewer regions have to be processed. This set does not necessarily contain all the regions
to be extracted.
From the above described set of regions, the region with the best gestalt is stored
and removed from the sketch. With the remaining lines in the sketch (original sketch removed region's boundary), patches are newly built on which a new iteration of
finding regions is performed. This iterative process is repeated until no patches are left
in the sketch at which point, all regions are identified.

1.2.3 Hypothesis
The PSI algorithm creates a set of regions that is identified by tracing along lines
mder consideration of a good continuation. This task is outlined in the continuity set
module. From this set, the region with the best gestalt is picked and extracted from the

sketch. Alternatively, the full set module creates a set of all possible regions in the
sketch (Figure 1.4). In doing so, it is guaranteed that all the regions that should be
extracted are contained in this set. This set, however, is described with a lattice and the
number of elements in such a lattice can be very large (Equation 1.1) as described by
Birkhoff (1948).
Reducing the set of regions is beneficial for the performance of the algorithm and
the hypothesis is:
Using the continuity set module in the Percepuul Sketch
Interpretation algorithm vields comparahk results of interpreted
sketches to using the-fullset module.

H * ( n + 1 ) = $($
* (I
h ) , where

(h)

= n!lh!(n- h ) !

h-0

H*(nj denotes the number ofpatches of an aggregate of n elements

raster-to-vector+-,
conversion

Zpoho,ha)

I

.
I
get region with best gestalt

Figure 1.4. The algorithm of extracting regions from a sketch with two set modules.

1.3 Intended Audience
This thesis's intended audience is any researcher inte~estedin computer vision and
-

cognition and any researcher or software developer. interested in the design of methods
for extracting features from imagery and from raw vector data, as well a5 methods for
advanced vectorization. This thesis may also be of interest to researchers of multimodal human-computer interaction; especially sketch-based interaction and multimodal querying due to its relation to Sketching Spatial Queries (Blaser 2000a). A
broader audience including GIs professionals and geographers might also be interested
in this thesis, because it is aimed to the development of future, intelligent GISs.

1.4 Organization of Remainder of Thesis
This thesis identifies the problem then attempts to provide answers. Existing methods
are described as well as their refinement used in this work. The Perceptual Sketch
Interpretation algorithm is outlined. A guided tour describes the process of h sketch-toobject conversion, including a sketch interpretation prototype. The PSI model is
assessed, conclusions are drawn and future work is suggested.
Chapter two describes two different representations of a spatial scene: a perceptual
and a mathematical representation. For the perceptual representation, laws from gestalt
theory are analyzed. Spatial reasoning is used to build a mathematical representation
that qualitatively describes z spatial scene.
In chapter three, the theories described in chapter twct are tailored to the use in this
thesis Refinement of theories of spatial reasorkg identify a sketch-specific szt. of
tctpological relations amongst objects in a sketch. Equivalence classes are fomeri to
simplify the task of forming regions from lines in a sketch. Tlie laws from gestalt
theory are formally defined so that they can be implemented in the PSI algorithm.
Chapter four develops the PSI algorithm. Assumptions that the aigorithm is based
on are stated. A descriptim is given of how the theories form chapter two and three are
incorporated into the algorithm. In addition to a description of the algorithm in writing,
pseudo code is given for the overall algorithm and for the continuity set module.
Chapter five illustrates a sketch-to-object conversion. Necessary methods from
image processing are given and the sketch inte~retationprototype is described. The
description of the prototype includes project specific classes and a user interface.

Chapter six describes the model evaluation based on a set of sketches that were
collected through an online survey. 'The results of this evaluation are ordered into two
aspzcts: correctness and processing time. Shortcomings of the PSI algorithm are
addressed.
Chapter seven concludes this thesis with a review of objectives, methodology, and
results of this thesis. It closes with a discussion of possible future research topics as
well as extensions and refinements to the current model.

Chapter 2
SKETCH REPRESENTATIONS
People perceive a spatial scene and build a mental model of it according to their
individual perception, which is influenced by assumptions, previous knowledge, and
experience. The objects contained in the resulting mental model are what this thesis is
aiming to identify automatically and to represent this process with a mathematical
model. How people perceive and order their visual input has been described by some
laws of gestalt theory. The mathematical model used in this thesis is based on set
theory. This theory allows a formal description of a spatial scene and the application of
formal operators on objects within the mathematical model. Spatial scenes are
described qualitatively using theories from spatial reasoning. This chapter describes
different representations of a sketch: (1) how it is perceived by people and (2) how it is
represented mathematically.

2.1 Perception of a Sketched Scene
People's perception imposes order onto sometimes chaotic visual input (Ballard and
Brown 1982) in a way that meaningful objects are identified that build a mental model
of the perceived subject. It does so by using intrinsic information that may reliably be
extracted from the input, through assumptions, and by applying previous knowledge
(Arm 1997; Ballard and Brown 1982). It is a challenge of this work to extract the

intrinsic information and to make the correct assumptions. In doing so, any identified
object in a sketch corresponds to an object in people's mental model of the same
sketch.

2.1.1

Gestalt Theory

Gestalt theory is a theory of perception that was developed by Max Wertheimer
(Wertheimer 1923), Wolfgang Kohler, Kurt Koffka, and Kurt Lewin in Germany
during the first part of the twentieth century. Gestalt is the German word for a unified
whole, with properties which are more than the sum of its parts. In gestalt theory,
people are viewed as open systems in active interaction with their environments.
Gestalt theory hypothesizes that there is cognitive processing and that an individual's
perception of stimuli has an effect on their response. Gestaltists believe that individuals
group stimuli in their own perception depending on several factors which can be
considered the laws of gestalt theory (Clark 1999). The basic laws of gestalt theory are
the laws of organization and the law ofpragnanz (Wertheimer 1923).
An important notion of gestalt theory is that the larger picture is perceived before its
component parts. This is equivalent to "the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts."
For example, one sees a series of discontinuous dots upon a homogeneous ground not
as a sum of dots, but as a figure (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. A series of dots that are perceived a s a figure and not as a sum of dots;
after Wertheimer (1923)

2.1.2

Gestalt Laws

How component parts are grouped to form the whole is described in the laws of
organization, which are composed of five parts: the laws of similarity, proximity,
closure, symmetry, and continuity (Wertheimer 1923). Co-linearity, co-circularity,
parallelism, and symmetry have also been identified for grouping parts to a whole
(Koffka 1935; Zhu 1999). The law of continuity (later referred to as the low qf good
continuation) as well as the law of pragnanz are critical for the model development
(Chapter 3 and 4).

2.1.2.1 Law of Good Continuation
The law of good continuation states that when two curves intersect, it results in the
separation of one from the other. A state of collocation results in conformity with a
good, a "curvitally proper" continuation (Petermann 1932). This state is still
unequivocally given even when c u ~ e lines
d
are used (Wertheimer 1923). For example,
a cross composed of four lines that meet at one point is perceived as two intersecting
lines, combining the two most similarly oriented, the most continuous lines (Figure

2.2).

Figure 2.2. Good continuation of two intersecting lmes: the line segments a and b are
grouped together as well as the segments c and d because they are the most
continuous.

2.1.2.2 The Law of Pragnanz .- Good Gestalt

"The law of pragnanz implies that if a perceptual field is disorganized when an
organism first experiences it, the organism imposes order on the field in a predictable
way. This predictable way is in the direction of a good gestalt, a psychological task that
does not necessarily involve a change in the physical environment but one which
represents a change in how an organism 'sees' its physical environment" (Blosser
19'73). In other words, a good gestalt refers to the simplest, most stable figure possihle
(Zabrodsky and Algom 1994; 2ha 1999).

2.2 Mathematical Model of a Sketched Scene
A mathematical model that formally describes a sketched scene enables automatic
processing and analyzing of the scene by a formal system. However, the spatial objects
described by the mathematical model often differ from the mental model that people
build by perceiving a sketched scene. Essentially the mathematical model has to be
able to describe a spatial scene as it corresponds to people's mental model; therefore, it
is desired for the mathematical model to capture all the objects in a spatial scene in a
way that is closely related to people's thinking. Research has shown that people think

in a qualitative manner and that metrical information is secondary - topology matters,
metric refines (Egenhofer and Mark 1995). Therefore, a qualitative model is chosen for
this thesis to closer relate to people's way of thinking.

2.2.1

Spatial Data Model

A spatial data model is a formalization of the spatial concepts that humans employ

when they organize and structure their perception of space. A formal model is
necessary, because computer systems manipulate symbols according to formal rules
(Egenhofer and Herring 1991a;, 199 1b; Frank 1992). Here, the formulism also serves
as a means to limit the scope of this work to a subset of valid symbols in a sketch.

2.2.1.1 Cells and Cell @ompi.ex~s .
A spatial data model for sketch analysis is similar to the data model that has been used

as a base to build upon the definitions of topolcgical relations (Egenhoftcr and Herring
1991b). It uses algebraic topology, whic,h is based on primitive geometric objects,
called cells, that are defined for different spatial dimensions: a 0-cell is a node, a 1-cell
is the link between two distinct 0-cells, and a 2-cell is the area described by a closed
sequence of non-intersecting 1-cells. The topological primitives relevant for this work
are the closure, interior, boundary, and exterior of a cell and are defined by Egenhofer
and Herring (l99lb) (Equation 2.1-2.4, Figure 2.3).

The closure of an n-cell A , denoted by,

A is the set of all faces r-f of A, where

0 5 r 5 n (Equation 2.1).

The set-theoretic boundary of an n-cell A , denoted by dA, is the union of all r-faces
r-f, where '0 5 r 5 (n-1), that are contained in A (Equation 2.2).

The interior of a cell A , denoted by A", is the set difference between A 's closure and
A 's boundary (Equation 2.3).

The exterior of a cell A , denoted by A-, is the set of all cells in the universe 21that
are not elements of the closure (Equation 2.4).

Figure 2.3. Cell primitives: (a) closure, (b) boundav, (c) interior, and (d) exterior

These primitives can be aggregated to form cell complexes. From further definitions
by Egenhofer and Herring (1991b) it concludes that (1) interior, boundary, and exterior
of a cell or a cell complex are mutually exclusive and (2) their union coincides with the
universe.
Any cell is embedded into a universe with its dimension n. The difference between
the dimension of the embedding space and the dimension of the cell is defined as the

codimension.

2.2.1.2 Operations on Cells and Cell Complexes
There is a set of operations that can be carried out on cells or on cell complexes. From
this set union and set difference are important for this thesis, and, therefore are
described here.
The union of two sets, A and B, forms a third set, A U B, which contains all the
elements of both sets A and B.
The intersection of two sets, A and B, forms a third set C = A
only the elements common to both A and B.

n B, which

contains

2.2.2

Patches

In a sketch that contains regions, the patches of the partition formed by the lines in the
sketch are the building blocks for all possible objects in the sketch. Any region either is
a patch or can be expressed as the union of several patches. In set theory, a partition of
a set A is defined as a collection of subsets of A, such that each element in A belongs to
exactly one of these subsets (Preparate and Yeh 1973). Expressed as cells, partitions
are subdivisions of space and consist of cells in the most general case, where any two
distinct cells do not have a common interior (Egenhofer and Herring 1991a). Partitions
may be complete subdivisions of space where the set of patches covers the entire
embedding space. Sketches, however, mostly represent incomplete subdivisions of
.

.

space.

2.2.3

Qualitative Description of a Sketched Scene

Qualitatike binary topological relations between two objects A and B h a m bten
described by the 4-intersection model (Egenhofer and Herring 1991a) and the 9intersection model (Egenhofer and Herring 199lb). Objects are described as point sets,
where each point set can be a point, line, or area. A point set A has an interior (A 7, a
boundary (aA), and an exterior (A7 as defined in set theory.
In the case of the 9-intersection, a topological relation between two point sets A and
B is described by the intersection of A's interior, boundary, and exterior with B's
interior, boundary, and exterior. In the case of the 4-intersection, only intersections
between A's interior and boundary with B's interior and boundary are used (Equation

2.5). Each of the intersections can be either empty ( 0 ) or non-empty (- 0 ) and,
therefore, the number of possible intersection matrices are 29 for the 9-intersection and

24 for the 4-intersection.

2.2.3.1

Topological Relations Between Regions in R2

In the case of two simple regions without holes embedded in R~ (i.e., the codirnension
is zero) only a subset of the possible intersection matrices has a meaningful geometric
representation (Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991; Egenhofer and Ikrring 1 99 1 a;, 1991h).
Both the 4-intersection and the 9-intersection reveal the same set

0i eight

iqpological

re!ations (Figure 2.4). Since the 4-intersection model requires less cornp~xatiir~is
;t i s
used in this work.
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Figure 2.4. The eight tnpolo,iic-a1rdatlons heween two regions in R'.
2.2.3.2 Refinement of Relations Between rwo Regions
,_

.

Relations between two regions are further disttnguished by the dimension of their
intersections. Two regions in a sketch have codinlension 0 and, therefore, only the nonempty a n d distinguishes different dimensions (Egenhofer 1993) (Equation 2 6).
In the case of a sketch, the embedding space is two-dimensional and two relations
are distinguished when a n d is non-empty: (1) where the common boundary element is
0-dimensional, the relation is called a 0-relation and (2) where the two regions share a
1-dimensional boundary element, a segment of each region's boundary, the relation is
called a 1-relation. A non-empty value of 3 n d in the intersection matrix is, therefore,
replaced with the highest dimension of the intersection (Figure 2.5-6).

Dim(dAn f l dBn) = O... (n - 1)

Figure 2.5. Topological relation 0-meet (left) and 1-meet (right).

0-covers(A,B) =

(a" -7)

1-covers(A,B)

-

Figure 2.6. Topological relations 0-covers/O-coveredBy (left) and 1-covers/l coveredBy (right).

Figure 2.7. Topological relations 0-overlap (left) and 1-overlap (right).

2.2.3.3 Relation Matrix for a Sketched Scene of Regions in R2
For a sketch with n regions an n x n matrix can be created that contains the binary
topological relations between regions in the sketch. This matrix qualitatively describes
a sketched scene (Table 2.1). A full relation matrix contains the following
consistencies: (1) along the diagonal of the matrix, the relation between each object and
itself must be equal (node consistency), and (2) the relation between A and B must be
equal to the converse relation between B and A (arc consistency) (Egenhofer and
Sharma 1993; Mackworth 1977). It concludes that only one part of the relation matrix
(upper or lower), not including the diagonal elements, need to be calculated to fully
describe a spatial scene. The number of necessary relations to be calculated is (n2-n)/2,
where n is the number ofregions (Egerhofer and Sharma 1992).

Figure 2.8. An example of a spatial scene with regions A-E.
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disjoint

disjoint

D

disjoint

disjoint

disjoint
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disjoint

E

disjoint

0-meet

disjoint

disjoint

equal

Table 2.1. The relation matrix describing the topological relations in Figure 2.8.

2.2.3.4 Topological Relations Between Lines in R2

Lines in R2 have codimension 1 . Because of this higher degree of freedom, more
topological relations can be distinguished between two lines. In order to do so, the 9intersection model has to be used. because it also considers intersections between the
exterior of a line with the interior, boundary, and the exter~orof'a second line. For two
simple lines embedded in R2, the 9-intersection shows 33 distinct topological relations
(Egenhofer et ul. 19941.

2.3 Summary
Two representations of a sketched scene are described in this chapter: (1) how people
perceive a sketch and (2) a mathematical representation.
For the perceptual representation, it was shown that when people perceive a
sketched scene they order their visual input according to assumptions, previous
knowledge and experience, but also according to the laws of organization and the law
of pragnanz. In doing so, people build their own mental model of a perceived sketched

scene; therefore, this chapter investigated in the use of the law of good continuation to
identify meaningful objects of the sketched scene.

A mathematical model describes the same sketched scene in a formal way but
allowing automated analysis of a sketched scene. A qualitative model was chosen
because it is closely related to people's way of thinking about geographic objects. Set
theory was used to describe objects in a sketch as cells and cell complexes and spatial
reasoning was used to describe the topological relations between two objects. Finally, a
relation matrix containing any topological relation between any two objects was given
as a qualitative, topologically distinct description of a sketched scene.

Chapter 3
REFINED SKETCH REPRESENTATIONS
In this chapter, the theories from Chapter 2 are refined or formalized so that they can
be used in this work. The spatial data model is reduced to a subset of possible cell
complexes in a sketch, which in turn results in a subset of topological relations that are
possible in a sketch. In addition, the possible topological relations between two patches
and the relations between lines in a sketch are described. Equivalence classes are
defined to reduce the computational effort when grouping lines to form a patch's or a
region's boundary. Jn order ta use the law ,?f good continuity from gestalt theory arrd in
order to being able to describe a good gestalt, these notions are formalized.

3.1 Cell Complexes in a Sketch
From the spatial data model described in chapter 2, lines and regions are defined as cell
complexes that are "homogeneously n-dimensional" and not partitioned into nonempty, disjoint parts (Egenhofer and Herring 1991b):
A line is a sequence of connected 1-complexes in R2' such that they neither cross
each other nor form closed loops and have exactly two disconnected boundaries.
A region is a 2-complex in R2 with a non-empty, connected interior, a connected
exterior, and a connected boundary.

Any line or region that is excluded from these definitions (e.g., a region with a
disconnected boundary or a line with more than two disconnected boundaries) is
referred to respectively, as a complex line or complex region (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Examples of simple cells (a, c) and complex cells (a, b); afer (Egenhofer
and Herring 1991b).

3.2 Topological Relations Between Objects in a Sketch
The topological relations and thei; refinement described in chapter 2 apply to 2 -discs in

R ~Because
.
patches are a subset of 2-discs with distinct attributes, some topological
relations between patches are impossible. In addition, because of the chosen
representation of lines, only a small set of the 33 topological relations between two
lines are possible in a sketch. For further processing of a sketch, lines are classified by
intersection types. These types describe how many lines meet each end of a line.

3.2.1

Topological Relations Between Patches in a Sketch

This work does not deal with true subdivisions of space. Holes are treated as a separate
region, inside or contained by another region. This limited set of relations is sufficient,
because without semantic information it is impossible to decide if a patch inside
another patch is representing a hole or if it is in fact inside a patch. For example, the

same representation of two regions is topologically different depending on semantic
knowledge about the regions. In Figure 3.2 a lake with an island is drawn and,
therefore, the inner region represents a hole in the outer region. On the other hand,
Figure 3.2 shows a building on a land parcel. In this case, the inner region is inside the
outer region, because the land parcel's area is continuous even where the building
stands.

House

Figure 3.2. Using semantic information: Szmantic informution reveal5 that the inner
region on the left is a hole in the other region (ih-lavdin a lake), whereas tho inner
region on the right is contained in the other region (hour6 on Inndparcei).

When
.strictly dealing with partitions of space, only the relations disjoint, meet (0. .
meet, I-meet), and equal are possible because patches of a partition do not overlap.
Since holes are treated as separate regions inside another patch, the topological
relations inside/contains are possible as well. Relations 1-covers/l - c o v e r e d are 1meet relations amongst patches of a partiton. Relations 0-covers/O-coveredBy are valid
relations between elements in a partition, because if treated as meet relaticns, the outer
regions would be a complex cell. Overlap relations are always 1-meet relations
between patches (Table 3.1).

Relation

2-Discs

Partition

Patches in Sketch

disjoint

4

4

d

insidelcontains

4

I -meet

equal

4

equal

insidelcontains
equal

Table 3.1. The relations between two two-discs, partitions, and patches in a sketch: (/)
results in u complex region, 2, results in region with disjoint-boundaly, 3, only to itseg.

3.2.2 Topological Relations Between Lines in a Sketch
Because no line crosses another line, the intersections with the interior of a line
( a n o , " n a , O n 0 ) are always empty. As a result, from the 33 topological relations
between two lines in R ~only
, three relations are possible: disjoint, meet once, and meet
twice (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3. Three possible relations with metric refinement between two lines (disjoint,
meet once, meet twice).

3.2.3

Intersection Types of Meet Relations Between Lines

The meet relations are further distinguished by the number of line ends that meet at one
boundary point. The different relations are called intersection types and are abbreviated
with m l , m2, m3, etc. (Figure 3.4). Because the number of strokes at one point is
relative to each point and not to a line, the intersection type has to be recorder for each
end point of a line.

: metric irfirmutio~iabout the mmber oJ
Figure 3.4. Intersection types of l i ~ e swith
lines meeting at one poinl: (a) ml, ('b, c) m2, id) m3, (el m4.

3.3 Equivalence Classes
A line or a region can only be constructed in one way without changing its topology
(e.g., a line AB is topologically different fiom a line BA). Different definitions of lines,
however, can represent the same graphical object even though the two objects are not
topologically equal. Such definitions are described as equivalence classes and simplify
the task of composing a region's boundary fiom a set of lines.

3.3.1

Equivalence Classes for Lines

This section describes two equivalence classes. From these classes follows that a
polyline composed of line segments can have an arbitrary order of line segments and
each line segments direction is arbitrary as well.

3.3.1.1 Order of Boundary Points
A line segment with the boundary points .4 and B, in that order, is equal to a line with
the boundary points B and A (AB

#

BA). The graphical representations of these two

lines are the same as well. It follows that the order of a line segment's boundary is
irrelevant for the purpose of this work.

3.3.1.2 Order of Line Segmcnts that Form a Polyline
-4 polyiine with the vertices A , Byand C, in that order is not equal to a polyline w t h thz

boundarv points C, By and A (ABC z CB'4). If the polyline. is broken into h e segments,
however, it follows that the crder of boundary points does not matter. In any case, the
graphical representation is the same.

3.3.2 Equivalence Classes for Regions

A patch is composed of one closed polyline or several polylines that form a closed
boundaries. If the patch is composed of several polylines, then the equivalence classes
for lines apply to patches's boundary. The equivalence classes for lines give great
freedom in creating a patch's boundary by grouping together several lines. In fact,
without the equivalence classes, the number of possible combinations of lines of a

patch's boundary is n!*2" where n is the number of lines. Not having to deal with all
these possibilities simplifies the task of creating patches. Lines do not have to be
ordered and the directions of the lines of a boundary do not have to match amongst
each other.

3.4 A Definition of Continuity
The law of continuity is of great importance for grouping lines in a sketch to form a
region's boundary. Gestalt psychology only provides a descriptive theory but no
specific computational process (Zhu 1999). This section formally defines continuity in
order to use it in this work.

3.4.1

Continuity Between Two Lines

.
Irr this work, a simple definition of continuity is used (Figure 3 . 9 C'ontinuity is
a

expressed by the angle y formed by two meeting lines (a and b). This angle is then
compared to a threshold. A disadvantage of this continuity measurement is that it
results in a local continuity angle. This angle, between the last line segments of two
boundaries, can be significantly different from the overall perceived direction of a
boundary line (Figure 3.6). In this research stage, however, a local continuity angle is
sufficient for developing a formal model of extracting regions.

Figure 3.5. The continuity angle y fi-om line a to line b.

local direction

Figure 3.6. The overall direction is perceived differently than the local direction
(direction of the last line segment).

3.4.2 Continuity Between more than Two Lines
In a case where more than two lines meet at one point, the continuity is first found
from the line of interest (line a ) to any of the other lines. The line ( b ) with the best
continuity angle y is the continuation to line a. In this case, we see that continuity is
symmetric (Equation 3.1) and, therefore, it has to be examined in both directions, from
u, with h as the continuing line and from h, with a as the ccntinuing h e . Js is possible

that the best continuity is different when checked from both ways (Figure 3.7). Such a
one-way continuity is invalid as it contains uncertainty.
V a, b: a continuity b =s- b continuity a

(3.1)

Figure 3.7. Symmetry of continuity: continuity angle yb from a to b and y, from a to c.
The best continuityfrom a to b is symmetric. The continuous line to a, however, is b
and, therefore, there is no continuity between a and c.

3.5 A Definition of a Good Gestalt
The notion of a good gestalt was first mentioned by gestaltists (Koffka 1935;
Wertheimer 1923), but has not been described in great detail. In order to use this notion
in any formal model, a formalization is necessary. Properties that contribute to the
description of a good gestalt are continuity, regularity, and symmetry. This thesis uses
a simple gestalt measure based on continuity described in this chapter.
For a qualitative gestalt value, each absolute continuity angle is compared with a
continuity threshold. If the angle is lower than the threshold, it contributes to the
overall gestalt value with a plus, otherwise with a minus. The sum of all pluses and
minuses describes the gestalt value of a region. This gestalt value is an approach to
describe a gestalt in 'good' (plus) or 'poor' (r,~inusjaild, therefore, it is more closely
related to people-s thinking than a possible quantitative description.

3.6 Summary
This chapter refined the methods derived in chapter 2 so that they can be applied to a
sketch and its spatial data model. Cell complexes in sketches were discussed as well as
topological relations amongst patches and amongst lines. Equivalence classes were
defined in order to simplify the task of composing a region's boundary from lines in a
sketch. In order to implement the law of good continuity and the law of pragnanz from
gestalt theory, a formal definition of these laws was introduced.

Chapter 4
PERCEPTUAL SKETCH INTERPRETATION
ALGORITHM
The Perceptual Sketch Interpretation (PSI) algorithm of extracting regions from
sketches uses the theories from spatial reasoning and from gestalt theory. Laws from
gestalt theory are used to make assumptions that people otherwise intuitively apply
based on previous knowledge and experience. In doing so, correct groups of lines that
form regions that correspond to people's mental model are found.
In the further writing of this thesis, the term region refers to an identified object in a
sketcli, usually the unio:; of two or more patches.

4.1 Scope
The success of feature extraction methods depends to a large extent on the scope of the
geometric objects that may be handled (Bennamoun and Mamic 2002). The scope of
the PSI algorithm is limited to regions in a sketch.
Even within a sketch that only contains regions, one cannot always identify the
correct set of regions with certainty. This is the case when a space is partitioned with a
highly patterned texture, referred to as tessellations. Tessellations are either regular
(where only one kind of regular polygon is used), semi-regular (where two kinds of

regular polygons are used) or irregular (where a variety of regular or irregular polygons
are used). A typical example of a regular tessellation is a chessboard. Many possible
combinations of squares and rectangles can lead to the same graphical representation of
a chessboard, especially when the different colors are disregarded (Figure 4.1). In these
cases, additional knowledge is necessary to identify the correct set of regions;
therefore, resolving puzzles with tessellations is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 3. I . A tessei!aticn a n d dfferent inlsrprerations: f i ) a tt:wXsllion cor~zpos~d
of
four. squares and (a-L) three difirent possible interprei'ations rhut irll lead to the same
graphical representatiorl as zn .('a).

4.2 Algorithm Design
'The PSI algorithm finds regions with a good continuing boundary by checking a line in
the sketch for other adjacent lines that form a good continuity. Repeating this step
systematically for every line in a sketch and in both directions of each line, results in a
set of regions; in most cases this result is a subset of all the possible regions in a sketch.
The process of identifying this set is outlined in the continuity set module.
Alternatively, a set of regions ca be created by the full set module. This set is described
by a lattice and contains all possible regions in a sketch. From the set of regions, the

region with the best gestalt is stored and removed from the sketch, leaving all the other
elements in the sketch. Determining the region with the best gestalt is carried out by
the gestalt module. The process is repeated until no patches are left.
This algorithm makes three assumptions derived from gestalt theory, which are vital
for the result returned by the algorithm.
Assumption 1:

Good continuity is a major factor used in people's perception to
organize visual input into meaningfiul objects.

Assumption 2:

By using the notion of good continuity to identifi regions in a
sketch (continuity set module), the set contains at least one region
that corresponds to people's mental model of the same sketch.

Assumption 3:

From the set oj^i&ntified regions,'the region with the h e u gestai't
corresponds to people's mental model o f the same sketch.

This algorithm is formally described in the following pseudo code and the
subparagraphs describe parts of the pseudo code in more detail.

Perceptual Sketch Interpretation Algorithm:

newsketch = empty sketch
newRegions = list of regions
continuity threshold = minimum threshold
loop

remove patches that are not 1-meet to any other patch in sketch and add them to
newsketch (see 4.2.1)
find set of all possible regions in sketch (see 4.2.2)
or find set of possible regions using continuity (see 4.2.3):

for each line in sketch
for each patch containing line
find region using continuity at start of line and add it to newRegions
find region using continuity at end of line and add it to newRegions
end for
end for
end or
if no region was found (newRegions is emptyj: increment continuity threshold
else
remove region of newRegions with best gestalt and add it to newsketch (see 4.2.4)
build patches with remaining lines in sketch (see 4.2.5)
end if
loop until no patches left in sKetch or until continuity threshold > maximum threshold
(see 4.2.6)

if there are patches left in sketch: add patcnei to newsketch (see 4.2.7)
end if
add unused patches to pewsketch (see 4.2.8)

4.2.1

Patches with Topological Relation other than 1-Meet

In chapter 3 the spatial data model was described. From the definitions of a line not
forming a closed loop and a region with a connected boundary it can be inferred that if
a closed loop is detected in a sketch, it always represents a region's boundary. A line
that forms a closed loop represents the boundary of a patch that has a topological
relation other than 1-meet to any other patch in the sketch. Any such patch is itself a
region and is stored and removed from the sketch before any further processing.

4.2.2

Finding All Possible Regions (Full Set Module)

The set of all possible regions in a sketch is described by a lattice (Equation 1.I). The
elements of the lattice are found by combining patches that have a topological relation
of 1-meet and that, when combined, do not violate the constraints of the specified data
model. The algorithm adds all patches to the set of all possible regions and then
systematically checks each pair of patches. If they form a valid region, then that region
is added to the set. Each region is then again checked with each patch whether or not
their -unionforms yet another region.
This is a computationally expensive task because of the generally high number of
possible combinations of patches ir, a full lattice.

4.2.3 Finding Regions using Continuity (Conttauity Set Module)

In !his section, the continuity set module identifies a set of regions by applqring the
notion of a good continuation rather than creating a set of all possible regions in a
sketch. Good continuity serves as a means of limiting the set of regions to a smaller
number than the set of all possible regions. In this thesis, the set module is in relation to
the model of describing a good gestalt of a region (gestalt module) and it is able to
identify a set of regions without having to create the full lattice. The latter
characteristic is expected to significantly improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Regions are identified by finding two lines that form a good continuation, starting at
any segment of any patch's boundary, here called the starting line. The two patches

containing the two lines that form the good continuation are combined to build a new
region.

Continuity Set Module:
for stroke (thisLine) and region (thisRegion) containing stroke
loop

find continling h e (otherLine) so that
otherLine is contained in region (otherRegion) that is 1-meet to thisRegion
(see 4.2.3.1)
thisLine and otherLine are contained in thisRegionUotherRegion (see 4.2.3.1)
if continuing line was found:

thisRegion = thisRegionUotherRegion (see 4.2.3.1 )
thisLine = otherLine
else if intersection is > rt3: end (see 4.2.3.2)
else

I

thisLlne = next h e in thisRegior1
or end
end if
end if
loop until a closed boundary is found
if thisRegion is not complex (see 4.2.3.1): return thisRegion
end if

4.2.3.1 Conditions for Continuing Lines and New Regions
The continuing line and the starting line have to form a good continuation as described
in chapter 3. The continuing line has to satisfy the following conditions: first, the
patches that contain the continuing !ine (patch A ) and the starting line (patch B) will

later be combined to form a new region that contains both of these lines in its
boundary. Because continuity can only be determined if the two lines meet and because
regions are defined as cell complexes with a connected interior, it follows that only
unions of patches that have a 1-meet relation are valid regions (Figure 4.2).
Accordingly, the topological relation between A and B has to be 1-meet. Second, A U B
has to contain both, the starting line and the continuing line, in its boundary; therefore,
both lines cannot be the intersecting boundary segment that determines the 1-meet
relation between the two unioned patches. Third, the resulting new region must be
simple as described in the spatial data model.

Figure 4.2. Combining patches with continuous boundary segments: (a) a continuous
line was found to a boundary segment ofpatch C; jb) patch A and C have a 0-meet
topological relation and A UC is a complex region; (c)patch B and C have a I-meet
topological relation and BUC is a simple region.

4.2.3.2 Continuity at M3-Intersections

When a continuation to a line at an m3-intersection is not found, one could argue that
the next line in the current patch should serve as the continuing line (Figure 4.3). A
reason for doing so is that m3-intersections are points where patches or regions meet.
In this case, it is well possible that a region's boundary should continue along the

current patch's boundary even if the continuity angle is higher than the continuity
threshold. This reasoning results in an alternative to stopping at m3-intersections if no
continuing line was found: to continue with the next boundary segment of the current
patch. For the purpose of evaluating this model (Chapter 6), however, the first option is
chosen.

Figure 4.3. Two options for continuity at m3-intersections. Ifno continuing line is
found, the next line of the current patch 's boundary can be chosen as the continuzng
1ine.

4.2.4

Removing a Region from a Sketch

'

Removing only the region with the best gestalt valw

In

each iteration of the algorithm

can lead to a more accurate identification ~f any region left in the sketch. Because the
patches are newly built after each time a region is removed from the sketch, the number
of patches left in the sketch decreases. With a smaller number of patches, the possible
combinations of patches to form new regions are fewer as well and the accuracy of the
region extraction increases.
Removing an identified region from the sketch is crucial for a successful
interpretation of all the regions in a sketch. Because a region is represented by its
boundary, removing a region from a sketch is done by removing its boundary.

4.2.4.1 Line Types
In some cases, only a part of a region's boundary can be removed from the sketch
because some of its boundary segments are still used to build other patches (Figure

4.4). In order to outline a rationale on deciding which boundary segments can safely be
removed, the segments are classified into Iine types. Each line type is described by the
number of patches that the segment is part of and by the intersection type of each end
of the segment (Table 4.1).

Figure 4.4. Xemoving a region f v m a ske?i;h: utter removing the regiofi -4 b R an open
Iine d u ieji in the sketch.
. .

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Intersection Type at End 1

2

3

3

3

3

4+

4+

Intersection Type at End 2

2

3

3

4+

4+

4+

4+

Number of patches

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

Table 4.1. Classification of Iine types: the different Iine types classzfied by the
intersection types and b y the number ofpatches the stroke is contained in.

4.2.4.2 Removing Lines
Some of the line types require additional information to decide whether or not to
remove a line. These cases can be checked for by finding two examples of a sketch:

one where the specific line can be removed and one where the line cannot be removed.
Finding two such sketches proves that additional information is necessary. Fo; the line
types that this proof cannot be found, a rationale is found whether or not to remove the
line.
It turns out that for any line types except for type A and type C two representations
can be found, one where a line can be removed and one where a line cannot be
removed.
Type A : this segment-type should not appear in the sketch at this point of the

extraction algorithm. Any line with meet relations m2 at each end can only be part of
one patch. These patches are not 1-meet to any other patch (Figure 4.5) and were
removed fiom the sketch at a prevlcuus point in the algorithm (Section 4.2.1 r.

Figure 4.5. A spatial scene with lines a-c of type A.

Type C: when two patches meet, the common boundary segment is of type C .

Removing such a line when removing the boundary of one of the patches will always
result in a semi-open set in the sketch (Figure 4.6). It follows that a boundary segment
of type C cannot be removed fiom the sketch in any case.

Figure 4.6. Removing a line of type C: (a) a spatial scene with patches A and B, (5)
after removingpatch A, and (c) after removingpatch B.

Type B, D, E, F, and G: for these types it is uncertain whether or not to remove the

specific line. The difference between the situations where a line can be removed and
the situations where a line cannot be removed is in the number of regions that the line
is part of. Where a line cannot be removed, it is because that line is part of one or more
regions in the sketch independent of how many patches the line is part of. 'This
'Information can only be gained by kno-ling the final resuli of the legion extractionprocess. Knowing the final result is c l e a ~ l jimpossible before the end of the process
and, therefore, a differen1 approach is chosen: fitst, all segments of a region':, bocdar)*
are removed from the sketch except fbr the segments of t).pe C. Second, with the
remaining lines in the sketch, new patches are built and checked if there are any semiopen sets. A semi-open set appears where a line's end has an intersection type less than
m2, which occurs where a line is open. This condition can easily be checked and where
this is the case, one or more lines that close the semi-open set (i.e., increase the meet
relation to m2 or more) have to be brought back to the sketch.

with a less continuous boundary are accepted by applying the increased minimum
continuity threshold. The maximum threshold can be set to any value higher than the
minimum threshold and less than 180 degrees (Equation 4.1).

0 <= minThreshoid < maxThreshold < 180 degrees

4.2.7 Remaining Patches
'The region extraction algorithm does not always extract regions until no patches are
left in the sketch. Sometimes no continuous boundary can be found so that patches are
1
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4.2.4.3 Finding Closing Segment(s)
hlore than one line called the closing line can be brought back into a sketch so that no
semi-open sets are left in the spatial scene. A rationale which closing line should be
brought back into a sketch is outlined here:
Any closing line must be part of the removed region's boundary, it must meet one or

more open lines at thelr open end, and it must not be an open line itself. These
constraints reduce the set of possible closing lines. If there is only one line that meets
all the constraints, then this line is clearly the closing line and should be brought back
into the sketch. It is possible, however, that several lines are candidates to be the
closing line. In this case the line that introduces back the least elements of the removed
region is chosen. For example, in the case where there are several lines that meet these
cmditions: any line that connect5 more than one open line is preferred over lines that
only Iconneci to one line. In another example,

h

closing line introduces back into tbe

sketch a part of the removed region's boundary, whereas another- closing line
i n r r n A i i ~ ~hca r t a nart nf t h r ~
p r n n x r p A r ~ c r i n n ' ch n i i n r l a r x r anrl a nart nf it'c i n t p r i n r

in

.

CZ
AUDUE

Figure 4.8. Removing a region from a sketch that results in a gap in the spatial scene:
(a) rhe original spatial scene and (b) the scene after removing the region CUDUE
where the patch B is lost.

4.3 Summary
The PSI algorithm of extracting regions from line drawings was formally described in
detail in this chapter. This formalization can be used as the basis for the prototype
implementation in chapter 5. First, the scope slid underlying assum~tionsof the
algorithm were defined Then, the algorithm was described in detail, given pseudo code
and descriptions of each part and of different modules.

Chapter 5
SKETCH INTERPRETATION PROTOTYPE
The PSI algorithm in Chapter 4 is implemented in a prototype application that serves
twc purposes: (1) to test the model of object extraction from paper sketches during the
model development as well to test the final proposed model and (2) to prove its
hnctionality.

5.1 Digital Sketch
A digital sketch Is a ;0'orm:~1 represenLatic?r dccording to the mathenlatical ::lode; ~f a

sketch as described in chapter 3. 'This model is here divided into its componem classes
(e.g., sketch, point, stroke, region. relation matrix) in order to describe a spatial scene
and to perform the necessary manipulations for interpreting a sketch. Eash clhss itself
has a set of variables and methods and has been developed specifically for this project.

5.1.1

Sketch Class

The sketch class is the main class for a sketch. It contains a list of other classes (e.g.,
point, stroke, region) and a relation matrix along with properties such as the continuity
thresholds and a set of methods. This class completely describes a spatial scene. The
sketch interpretation prototype uses several of these classes: a patch sketch to describe
the initial sketch with all the patches, a region sketch to describe the result af the region

extraction algorithm and an array of sketches to show the intermediate steps of the
region extraction process. The latter clearly visualizes the strategy of removing one
extracted region at a time.

I-Sketch

List of Points (SketchPoint)
List of Strokes (Sketchstroke!

L i s ~of Regions (SketchRegion)
Keiation Matrix

I

I

Set of Properties

I Set of Methods

I

Figure 5.1. The Sketch class.

A point or stroke in the sketch is only stored once in the Sketch class's list of ~ ~ i n t s
w list of strokes. I'wc r e g i ~ r sths? share a stroke reference the sane str~lieskjecr- In
,

<

,

the sketch class and two strcdces that share a p011it reference thrs object iu tEe 11st ~f

5.1.2 SketchPoint Class
The SketchPoint class is a simple class storing x- and y-coordinates and a point
identifier along with a set of methods. A list of points is stored in the Sketch class and
points are referenced from the SketchStroke class.

I SketchPoint
I Identifier

I
I

Set of Methods

Figure 5.2. The SketchPoint class.

5.1.3 SketchStroke Class

The SketchStroke class models a line or polyline. This class contains a list of
references to the sketch's list of points. For further processing, a SketchStroke also
contains a set of methods, a set of properties such as azimuth. Two lists contain
references to other strokes that are adjacent to this stroke, one for the start, and one for
the end of this stroke. These lists are important for the region extraction algorithm
when tracing along adjacent strokes.

I SketchStroke

I
I
I

Identifier
Azimuths
List of adjacent strokes
rn

List of points (references to list of points in sketch)

Set of Methods

Figure 5.3. The SketchStroke class.

5.1.4

SketchRegion Class

A SketchRegion models a patch or an extracted region in a sketch. A list of strokes
references objects in the sketch's list of strokes. Other properties are an identifier and
gestalt values.

I

SketchRegion
Identifier
List of Strokes (references to list of strokes in sketch)
Gestalt values
Set of Methods

Figure 5.4. The SketchRegion class.

5.2 Paper Sketch-To-Digital Sketch Conversion
A sketch that is drawn

011 paper

is converted i x o

d

digital rcpresentation by scanning

the sketch. Refore apylyicg the PSJ algorithm, this raster image of the sketch is
converted into a digital sketch. Existing methods are used for raster-to-vector
conversion of a sketch. This section describes these methods. These methods, however,
are not sufficient to convert complex images such as aerial photographs or satellite
images. The development of such methods is an ongoing research effort and is beyond
the scope of this thesis.

5.2.1

Extracting Outlines of Sketched Objects

Typically edge detection is used to extract object outlines from images, such as aerial
photographs or satellite images. The process of edge detection yields a binary image

with pixels corresponding either to the background or to an object edge (Castelman
1996; Haralick 1985). A sketch is a binary image with white background pixels and
black foreground pixels. Black pixels are all on the boundary of a region and, therefore,
when working with sketches, no edge detection is necessary. Before the boundary
pixels can be linked and converted into a vector representation, however, the boundary
is thinned to a one-pixel-wide edge in a process called thinning.
Alternative approaches to thinning and linking are the use of tracking algorithms or

active contour models, also called snakes. Tracking algorithms follow along connected
pixels whereas snakes are energy-minimization splines that are pulled towards features
in an image. In the case of sketches, splines are pulled towards the boundaries of
sketched objects (Kass el a/. 1988).

5.2.1.1' Binary Image Thinning
,

,

Thinning redilces a curvilinear opiect to a single-pixei-wide line (Castelman 1996). It
erases black pixels such that an object without holes erodes to a minimally connected
stroke located equidistant from its nearest outer boundaries (Pratt 2001). In the case of
sketched objects, thinning reduces a thick boundary of a region to a thin edge.

5.2.1.2 Linking of Edge Points
The pixels on the boundary of an object are labeled edge points. A binary image
showing only the locations of the edge points is called a binary edge image. Edge point

linking associates nearby edge points in order to fill in gaps left by noise and to create a
closed, connected boundary (Castelman 1996). Each connected boundary can then be

represented by a polyline, thus creating a vector map of the original sketched spatial
scene.

5.2.1.3 Tracking Algorithms and Active Contour Models
Tracking is a semi-automatic raster-to-vector conversion of line features. It typically
requires a starting point and a direction. Some algorithms give the users choices on
how to proceed when reaching obstacles (e.g., intersections) or let the user specifL a
default action prior to starting the tracking algorithm (e.g., turn left, turn right, go
straight, or stop tracing) (Environmental Systems Research Institute 2001). The PSI
algorithm uses gestalt theory to automatically continue tracking when identifying
regions or when building the patches in a sketch.
A different approach from ~:oweniionaltracking i s a txhniqrle that usps active
cmtours, referred to as ~nakes(Kass et al. 1988). Snakes typically requlre iaitisiizstion
with co~ltrolpoints, which are used

~ I an
A

energy minimization process to prmide edge-

based delineation (Doucette 2002). Rather than processivg thc entire image, snakes are
applied selectively to parts of the image (Blake and Isard 1998).
Tracking as well as snakes are a direct raster-to-vector conversion (i.e., thinning or
linking is not necessary). When applied to sketches, however, they do not outperform
the more simple vectorization algorithm in today's image processing and GIs software.

5.2.1.4 Cleaning Topology
A quickly drawn sketch without concern for detail contains noise, in the form of
overshoots, undershoots, and slivers (Bolstad 2002). Overshoots and undershoots

typically originate from either digitizing a line too far (overshoot) and, creating a short
spike, or digitizing a line too short (undershoot), creating a gap. Slivers can occur by
digitizing the same line twice or by overlaying two data layers that are not precisely
registered (Figure 5.5).
In sketches that only contain regions, every form of noise must be cleaned for a
correct representation of the sketched regions because of the following reasons:
undershoots result in open polylines instead of closed boundaries; overshoots result in
lines that are only connected at one end and thus cannot be part of any region's
boundary. Slivers result in small regions, where two regions overlap and do not only
introduce additional regions, but might also change the topological relation between
t m regions.
I

I

.

I

'roday7s GISs provide methoas for cleaning the topolog~.c ~ t ' a spat'iaL sccae.
1

Chershoots are detected by specifying a dangle length and a f u q tderonc: f a - closing
1

gaps and merging slivers (Environmental Systems Research institute 1994, ERDAS
1997). These methods are sufficient for cleaning the topology of a sketch and,
therefore, this work does not further investigate in this task.

Figure 5.5. Drawing noise that can occur in a sketch: (a) overshoot, (b) undershoot,
and (c) sliver.

5.2.2 Conversion of Data other than Sketches
The methods described in the previous section are applicable to binary images of a
sketched scene. Because of the relatively simple data model of a digital sketch, these
methods yield good results in extracting object edges and edge linking. One might,
however, desire to apply the PSI algorithm of this thesis to other data than a binary
image of a sketch.
In order to apply the PSI algorithm to more complex imagery, the chosen image is
converted into a sketch-like representation. For this conversion, object boundaries are
to be extracted from the image. Whereas this is a simple task performed on a sketch, it
becomes a complex task when dealing with detailed gray level or color images. If a
successful image-to-sketch conversion method can be found, then thz proposed
,

algorithm of this thesis can be applied to the converted image.

5.3 Guided Tour
The PSI algorithm is applied to the digital sketch obtained as outlined in section 5.2.
This process is illustrated here in terms of a guided tour of the prototype application.
The prototype was implemented with the user interface described in this section and
the necessary project specific classes. It was developed in an object-oriented
environment using the core java class libraries for the necessary methods and the java
swing classes for the graphical user interface. The prototype runs on any operating
system with an installed java virtual machine.

5.3.1 The Application Window
Launching the prototype application draws the application window on the screen. The
window is segmented into areas for menus, toolbar, sketch properties, and a sketch
pane for the visual output of a sketch.

Sketch Pane

F'igrrre 5.6. The segmmtatinn of t h ilpplication
~
v . l i ~ d ~in
w i n componenfs.

5.3.1.1 User Interface Metaphor

Displaying a sketch is based on the map metaphor. This visualization is closely related
to today's GISs that display geographic data using a map metaphor. Tools are
accessible through menus and toolbar buttons.

5.3.1.2 Interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) uses the intuitive mode of WIMP (windows, icons,
menus, pointers) that is widely known in today's computer environments. Necessary

user input is brought to a minimum for a simple use of the prototype and is received
through a set of menu items or toolbar buttons.

l ~ i l eww ~referencesHW

--

.-

--

1

Figure 5.7. The menu bar and toolbar of the prototype application. From left to right:
open, reopen, save, save as, show sketch properties, show relation matrix, highlight
previous region, highlight next region, zoom in, zoom out, zoom to extent, extract
regions on/ofi set modules, Jill gaps on/ofi show previous sketch in process tab, show
next sketch in process tab.

5.3.2 Processing a Sketch
To process a sketch, a sketch file is chosen through a menu item or by clicking on the
open button on the toolbar. The prototype reads ESRI's interchange format (eOOj or a
text tile. If an interchange file is chosen, the ARC section (arc coordinates and
'

topology) cf the interchange file format is read. The.patches are built from this
information regardless of whether there is a PAL (polygon topology) section or not.
Alternatively, the prototype reads a simple text file containing a list of points with x-,
y-, and z-coordinates (z-coordinates are arbitrary and will be ignored by the prototype),
and an identifier of the line that the point is part of (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8. The text file format that can be read by the prototype.

For the evaluation process of the proposed model and prototype, a simple drawing
application (Sketch Draw) was developed that will save a spatial scene in the above
text file format.

5.3.3 Exploring the Sketch
A sketch is read from a file and the result of the region extraction process is displayed

in the sketch pane of the prototype applicdtion. The sketch pane is divided into three

tabs: a patch tab, a region tab, and a process tab, each showing the same sketch at
different stages of the regivn extraction Frocess. Detailed informatior, abunt the
elements of the sketch is giver! In the sketch properties panel.

.

.

Region identzfier
Number of strokes in region /Region is patch
Gestalt values
Stroke identzfier
Point identzfier
Coordinates
Azimuths of stroke
Lists of strokes connecting to this stroke
Figure 5.10. The Sketch Properties Panel.

5.3.3.2 Patch Tab
The patch tab shows the sketch before the region extraction algorithm waa applied.
Only numbered patches are displayed (Figure 5.1 la). The numbering of the patches is
arbitrary.

5.3.3.3 Region Tab
The region tab shows the sketch after the region extraction process. Numbered
identified regions are displayed in different colors for better visualization of the regions
(Figure 5.1 lb). In this sketch view, the first region is highlighted. Through a menu or
toolbar command the user can cycle through each region in the sketch while the
region's properties are displayed in the sketch property area. If region extraction is
disabled or if no regions could be identified, the region tab shows the same sketch as

the patch tab. In this case, using the command to cycle through different regions will
simply cycle through the patches in the sketch.

Figure 5.11. A sketch viewed in fa) the patch tab and in (b) the region tab.

5.3.3.4 Process Tab
'I'hc process tab shows the sketch at different stages of the region extraction prowss.

The process is visualized in its steps, outlming hLw region extraction took place. At
first, the original sketch with all its patches is displayed. Stepping forward with the
corresponding menu or toolbar command will display the same sketch after removing
the first identified region and so on until all regions were removed(Figure 5.12). This
visualization is helpful to understand possible errors in case of misinterpre'ations by
the algorithm.

Figure 5.12. A sketch shown in the process tab: (a) the original ,sketch, (3) after
removing an identzjisd region, and (c) after. removing the next identzfied region.

5.3.4

Saving a Sketch

A sketch can be saved in the sketcho (Blaser 2000a) format with the file extension
dmp. The patches are saved if the patch tab is active, otherwise the identified regions
are saved. The sketcho format allows further use of the interpreted sketch to form a
spatial query executed on a set of other .;ketches using the prototype of Sketching
Spatial Queries (Blaser 2C00a).

5.4 Summary
This chapter outlined an implementation of the digital sketch and the region extraction
algorithm. Project specific classes of the digital sketch were descrtbed as well as the
user interface of the prototype application. Input from and output to the user were
given in detail.
The prototype application served as a test bed for the proposed model and was used
in the model evaluation described in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6
MODEL EVALUATION
The subset of all regions in a lattice that is created by rhe set module applying the
notion of good continuity (continuity set module) is ~lgnificantlysmaller than the
complete set of regions in the lattice (full set module). The hypothesis of this thesis,
however, asserts that the result of the region extraction algorithm is similar using the
suggested subset of regions. This chapter evaluates the hypothesis through the PSI
algorithm.

6.1 Evaluation Design
The development of rllr PSI inodsl and its iinpletnentatlon in a yroto6pe appiic atim
were two parailel processes, going bach and forth between the two. During this
development phase, the model was tested with sample sketches drawn by the author.
To gain an unbiased view, however, a set of sketches was obtained from people that
were nor involved in this project's design.
Subjects were asked to draw one spatial scene and identify their interpretation of the
sketch. In total, 36 sketches were collected, of which 30 could be used for the analysis.
Six sketches were not used because they did not adhere to the spatial data modei. The

30 sketches were processed with the PSI prototype. The resulting sketches returned by
the prototype were then compared to the interpretation given by the subjects. This
69

comparison was done with the prototype of Sketching Spatial Queries (Blaser 2000a)
which returned similarity values for cach comparison.

6.2 The Survey
A Web-based survey was conducted, giving the participating subjects the opportunity
ta draw and submit their sketch through a Web browser interface. This human subject
testing included information about the project, an informed consent fonn, drawing
instructions, and the necessary drawing application.

6.2.1

Surveyed Subjects

The group of' subjects consisted mostlj of graduaie students of the Department of
Spatial Information Science and Engineer;ng at the Llnnersity .)Chliiinc Other subj~cts
from various other departments also participated in the survey. In mder ts ensure that
.
sketches were collected from different subjects, :he IP-address of each c!ie~tmachine
>

from which a sketch was submitted was recorded. No personal information of the
subjects was collected as the survey was aimed at a general group of subjects.

6.2.2

Instructions Given to Subjects

The subjects were given brief instructions on what to draw. The instructions guided the
subjects to draw a sketch within the scope of this thesis and to a sketch that might
challenge the model's performance (e.g., overlapping regions vs. trivial cases such as
all disjoint regions):

Your sketch can be abstract (e.g., combination of circles, .squares etc.) or
it can represent a spatial scene such as two overlapping layers. Think of
data in a GIS or CAD with two layers overlapping each other.
For example:
Soil type overlapping land parcels
Habitat areas of dfferent animals
Approximately 4-6 regions
Only draw regions (e.g., closed polygons; each loop should be closed)
The regions can have any regular or irregular shape.

r your sketch can be abstract (e g.,
c m b * a t m of c~rcles.m a r e s etc )

or )I can repe-nt a spatla1 scrne
such a3 trm a m a e w w l a w r : g
layers.

Thnk of

ddtn In a U S or CAD mrh Nro
layer, overlapping @ad1other F a

example
o

0
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' O K '
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,/

sod Iyjle wrrlacpnq land
parcels

.

only draw regon5 (e g closed
polygons each I o q should
~
k closed)

r the felpa-4 can have any re<:ul.r or
~megulaxshape.

Figwe 6.1. A screen shot of the m-line survey. instructions on the left and the drawing.
applet on the right. A subjecl drew a sketi.); and de$ned the regionr by listing the
palch~sof each region in u yeparale window ;top riqht ofdrawing applet).

6.2.3

Collected Information

The survey was conducted anonymously and, therefore, the only information collected
was the sketch drawn by the subject. The sketch was stored as a text file on server. This
file included the topological information, labels of each patch, and a description of the
composition of each region (e.g., which patches are contained by a region).

6.2.4

Spatial Data Model of the Received Sketches

The drawing applet that was provided to the subjects to draw a sketch is a vector
drawing tool. It captures sketches with a simplistic data model according to the
following rules:
The o d y topological objects contained in a sketch are points and lines.
A line is defined as the interior between exactly two poiilts where the interior is the

shortest path between two points (e.g., a straight line).
The interiors of any two lines are disjoint.

This data model is chosen to guarantee a clean topology, which is further enforced
by a clean operation. This operation eliminates equal lines and condenses points that
are within proximity of each other to the same location. Each two end points of a line
are stored in a text file along with a unique identifier of the line (Figure 6.2). Subjects
were also asked to label each patch and describe each region by the patches it contains.
This information is stored in a different section of the sketch file (Figure 6.3).

In using the described drawing tool, no raster-to-vector conversion had to be applied
to any sketch. The process of extracting regions from a sketch, however, starts with a
sketch drawn on paper and, therefore a raster-to-vector conversion 1s a necessary step.
Such a conversion, however, is not part of this thesis and. therefore, the chosec
approach fulfills the requirements for testing the PSI algorithm.

r---
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*Pt#, X, Y, Z, Line#
1,157.0,288.0,0.0,1
2,154.0,116.0,0.0,1
3,154.0,116.0,0.0,2
4:243.O, 116.0,0.072
5,334.0,l 14.0,0.0,3

Figure 6.2. Three lines stored m a text file.

Figure 6.3. Three labels and two definitions of regions stored in a text file.

6.3 Processing the Test Sketches
For each collected sketch, regions are extracted manually according to the description
obtained from the online survey. The resulting spatial scene is termed ground truth and
is used to evaluate the accuracy of the PSI algorithm.

Using the prototype application, each sketch is processed twice: ( I ) using continuity
and (2) using the complete set of possible regions (the setting for continuity at m3intersections is set to stop if no continuity is found, see Chapter 4.2.3.2). The resulting
spatial scenes are then compared to the ground truth using the prototype application
Sketcho from Sketching Spatial Queries (Blaser 2000a). This process uses the ground
truth as a query input, operating on the two interpreted sketches created by the sketch
interpretation prototype. As a result, Sketcho returns similarity values (between 0% and
100%) for each sketch.
If the hypothesis is true, the similarity values for each pair of sketches will be
comparable. The similarity values also quantify the accuracy of the region extraction
process: a similarity value of 100% shows correct interpretation of the sketch, less ihail
100% indicates a deviation from a ccrrect intefpretation.

6.4 Results
The results of the assessment on the collected sketches are grouped into (1) correctness,
expressed in similarity to the corresponding ground truth, (2) processing time, and (3j
an analysis of the shortcomings of this algorithm.

6.4.1 Correctness
In total, 36 sketches were collected through the on-line survey. From these sketches, 30
adhered to the spatial data model (i.e., they did not contain any complex regions) and
were used for a first assessment (Table 6 1). Processing some of these sketches yielded

incorrect results compared to the ground truth. This misinterpretation was due to
tessellations contained in three sketches. These three sketches were removed fiom the
test set so that the test is repeated with the remaining 27 sketches.
Still, some sketches are misinterpreted and in some cases, this is due to sketches that
most likely could not be interpreted correctly without additional information. We
identified three such sketches and the test is repeated one more time with the remaining
24 sketches.
In this last test, 75% of the sketches were interpreted correctly using the continuity
set module and 62.5% when using the full set module.

Test Set .

Full

Set Module
Continuity

All 30 sketches

Correctly Interpreted Sketches

50.0°/0

6O.O0/b

27 sketches !no tessellations;

Cxrectly ~nterpretedSketches

55.6?6

66.7%

24 sketches (only sketches that can

Correctly Interpreted Sketches

62.5%

75.0%

ciearly be interpreted without

Average Similarity

92.4%

93.9%

additional information)

Smallest Similarity

46.4%

37.6%

Largest Similarity

99.9%

99.9%

Table 6.I . Summary of test results: correctness.

6.4.1.1 Significance Tests for Sample Sketch Set
A significance test is performed to show that the set of sample sketches is
representative. One sample significance tests show that at a 5% significance level the

hypotheses of the tests that the actual means for the continuity set and the full set have
similarity values of 99.99% are not rejected (Table 6.2).
Set Module
Full
Continuity
Mean

93.86

92.34

Standard Error

3.129

3.084

Confidence Levels (95.0%)

6.472

6.379

- 1.959

-2.482

2.069

2.065

t-stat
t-critical (df = 23)
Hypothesis Test Result

Not rejected

Not rejected

Table 6.2. Summary of signrficance lest for sample sketch set.

6.4.3.2 S~gnificanceTests for Thesis's Hypothesis

'The tests in Sec~ion6.4.1.1 showed tliet the means from kcth contiuuitj and h r l set car)
approximate to 99.99% for large samples. A comparison between the two sets,
however, is still necessary in order to wpport this thesis's hypothesis. The hypothesis
that the continuity set yields better results than the full set at large samples is tested by
using two sample one-tailed significance tests (Equation 6.1, Table 6.3). At a 1 1 %
significance level, the mean of the continuity set is greater than that of the h l l set. This
result confirms that in 89% of the cases it can be expected that the thesis's hypothesis
is true.

where:
Ho = Hypothesis of test
HI = Alternative hypothesis of test

pc = Similarity mean using continuity the set module
p~ = Similarity mean using the full set module

Significance Level

5%

11%

t-stat

1.275

1.275

t-critical one-tail

1.714

1.261

Hypothesis Test Result

Not rejected

Rejected

Table 6.3. Summary of Signrjkance tests for the thesis' hypothesis.

6.4.2 Processing Time
Applying the continuity set module executed, on average 119 times faster than when
using the full set module (Table 6.4; processing was done on a computer running
Windows XP, 2.99 GHz processor, and with 1.OO GB of RAM).

Table 6.4. Summary of test resxlts: processing 'time.

This difference is due to often very large sets of regions identified by the full set
module. Figure 6.4 shows the number of regions that are returned by the set modules
during the first iteration of the region extraction process compared to the number of
patches in the sketch. The average number of regions returned is 11 for the continuity
set module, and 2056 for the full set module, which is a multiple of 186. This number
depends on the number of patches in a sketch and the topological relations between the
patches. Generally, the more patches in a sketch, the more regions are identified by the
set modules.
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Figure 6.4. The number of regions iclmt(fied by the set modules in relation to the
number qfputches in the sketch.

6.4.3 Shortcomings of the Algorithm
The evaluation snows ;i shortcoming of'correclly inhelgreting six sketcf'es ,>fahc: set of

24 test sketches (Figire 6.5).

Figure 6.5. Six sketches that were misinterpreted by the PSI algorithm: (a, b, c, d, and
e) using continuity identzjied incorrect regions; ( e andfl after identzhing a regim,
boundary segments (thick lines) were removed incorrectlylfi.om the sketch.

The region extraction from these six sketches was analyzed in more detail and two
reasons for an incorrect interpretation were found: either an incorrect region was
identified as having the best gestalt, or a region was removed incorrectly.

6.4.3.1 Insufficient Gestalt Measure
The analysis showed that in five cases, continuity is not the major factor used by
people's perception to order their visual input (Figure 6.5 a, b, c, d, and e). Regions
were identified by the continuity set module, that should not have been extracted.
These regions, however, had a very good gestalt value and, therefore, extracted from
the sketch. On the other hand, regions with a regular shape (e.g., squares, rectangles)
were not identified by the continuity set module or the gestalt module did not classify
these regions as having a good gestajt. In any case, however, the continuity set inodule
returned at least one correct region.

6.4.3.2 Incorrect Removing of a Region's Boundary
In two cases the rationale of removing an identified region's boundary (Chapter 4.2.4)
from the sketch returned incorrect results (Figure 6.5 e and f). In order to gain better
results refinement of this rationale is necessary.

6.5 Summary
This chapter evaluated the performance of the PSI model in regarding correctness and
processing time. For this purpose, pairs of results of the PSI process gained by
applying the two set modules were compared to a manually extracted spatial scene.

Sketches collected through an on-line survey were used in order to gain a non-biased
test procedure. The results from 30 sketches showed strong support for the hypothesis
that using the continuity set module yields results comparable, to using the iull set
module. The number of correctly interpreted sketches was 12.5% higher, the average
similarity is 1.5% higher, and the processing time is on average 119 times less. The PSI
algorithm misinterpreted sketches where continuity was not sufficient to identify the
correct set of regions, andlor a region was not correctly removed from the sketch.

Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter summarizes the findings of this thesis and discusses possible future
research topics as well as extensions and refinements to the current model.

7.1 Summary
This thesis is concerned with feature extraction from line drawings. It focused on the
development of an approach of automated. perceptual sketch interpretation algorithm - the extraction of regional oblects from paper sketches. It fo:lowed Blake an& rsard
(1998) who stated that part of a feature extraction task is zo g ~ o u precovered feamrcs
according to the object to which they belong. In this case, grouping refers to combining
lines into region boundaries.
The line drawings used in this thesis were converted into a digital sketch which is a
vector representation, free of such drawing errors as overshoots, undershoots, and
slivers. To obtain a clean vector representation, methods in commercially available
GISs were used.
Because the PSI algorithm attempts to model people's perception, laws of
organization and the law of pragnanz from gestalt theory were essential to the success
of the algorithm. Gestalt theory was, therefore, used in combination with spatial

reasoning. These theories are viewed under the scope of this thesis and were refined
where necessary.
We introduced an algorithm that uses the law of good continuation to work with a
small set of possible regions in comparison to considering all the regions of a full
lattice. These two parts are defined as set modules within the algorithm and the
coniparison of these two modules led to the definition of the hypothesis in chapter one:
Using the continuity set module in the Perceptual Sketch lnterpretation algorithm
yields comparable results of interpreted sketches to using the full set module.

The results of the model evaluation show strong support for the hypothesis.
Conclusions of these results are described in the following paragraph followed by
possible refinements and extensions tc the current algonthm and future work.

7.2 Major Results
I

The research conducted within the scope of developing the PSI algorithm led to three
result statements that are described here.
The continuity set module returns a set of regions that contains at least one region
that corresponds to a region in people's mental model.

This conclusion is stated as an assumption in Chapter 4.2, supported by the results
of the model assessment. Because this assumption clearly holds for the full set
module and because the results of the assessment have shown evidence that the

hypothesis is true, it can be concluded that the assumption also holds for the
continuity set module.
This conclusion is supported by the analysis of the incorrect interpreted sketches
(Chapter 6.4.3), where other reasons were identified as the cause of the incorrect
results.
Good continuity is, amongst other gestalt iaws, one of the major factor used b-y
people's perception to order visual input into rneaningJul objects.

The model assessment shows that, depending on the set of test sketches used, 60%
to 75% of the sketches were interpreted correctly using the continuity set module.
This result gives evidence that good coatinuity is a major factor used in people's
perception. Some of the test sketches. however, were extreme cases that were
misinterpreted by applying the notion of good continuity. Whereas the PSI
algorithm can be applied to any r e p l a r drawing, these case? ask for additional
reasoning than the notion of good continuity. Other gestalt laws may need to be
incorporated into the PSI algorithm.
This conclusion refers to assumption 1 in Chapter 4.2 but also applies to
assumption 3. The latter assumption states that the region with the best gestalt has a
corresponding region in people's mental model. Clearly, this assumption depends on
the definition of a good gestalt, which in turn depends on the gestalt laws used.
The analysis of shortcomings of the PSI algorithm (Chapter 6.4.3) also shows
support for this conclusion. It follows that, in order to improve the results of the

region extraction process, the set module and the gestalt module should be refined
andlor extended with additional laws of organization.

The continuity set module is the preferred approach over the set module, which
returns all the regions of the full lattice.
The comparison of the two approaches using different set modules overwhelmingly
shows support for the continuity set module. The number of regions processed is
remarkably lower (by a factor of 186) for the continuity set module, but it also
resulted in a slightly higher correctness of the interpreted sketches.
When processing small sketched spatial scenes, the processing time gained is
Detwee~a split second and 7:34 minutes. If this algorithm is to be applied to a large
spatial scene, the gained processing time is impoitani..

'
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7.3 Future Work

.

.

Tle model assessment has shown possible future research topics as well as refinements
and extensions to the current model. Such topics are described here and serve as a
guidance to future work and inspiration for new research efforts. First, further analysis
of the algorithm's different settings is proposed as a mean to guide future research.
'Then, the possible application of the algorithm on other data than sketches drawn on
paper is discussed before refinements and extensions to the algorithm are proposed.

I

.
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7.3.1

Detailed Analysis of Different Settings of the Algorithm

The model assessment used default settings for the PSI algorithm. These settings were
chosen based on the definition of the model and by experience through the
development of the model and its implementation (see Chapter 4.2.3.2, 4.2.6, and
4.2.8). Experimenting with different settings could improve the results of the region
extraction process and answer the following research questions:
Question 1:

Is there a correlation between scene characteristics and distinct
settings of the algorithm?

Answering this question requires the definition of scene classes according to their
characteristics. A coirelation analysis between results of the region extraction process
on a particular class and the settings used could reveal. a correspondence.
Question 2:

Which settirzgs injluence the result the most.'

To find the answer to this questioll would allow us to aim hture work at the most
important parts of the algorithm.
In order to answer this question, a regression analysis could be performed on a set of
sketches that are the result of processing a sketch with different combinations of
settings. A brief regression analysis is described here and shows that settings can be
distinguished as having little or much influence on the result (Figure 7.1). This
analysis, however, was run on the results of only eight processed sketches and should
be repeated with a larger set of sketches to gain reliable results.

Regression of Settings
--1

mmT

maxT

lraceType

Settings

Figure 7.1. The result of a regression analysis over different settings. Minimum and
maximum continuity thresholds have little influence on the result for thresholds see
Chupter 4.2.6, and for traceType see Chapter 4.2.3.2).

7.3.2

Use of the Algorithm on other Data than Sketches

In theory, the algorithm of this thesis can be applied to any data that can be
transformed into a sketch-like representation. This is either s raster or a vector
representatioil of a line drawing Accordingly, researching region extra.ction from data
other than sketches involves a conversion to a sketch-like representation. the analysis
of the performance of the PSI algorithm; and proposing further refinement.; and
extension.

7.3.3

Refinements of the Algorithm

Refinements to the current algorithm that would improve. the results of the regions
extraction process are described here.

7.3.3.1 Metric Refinement of Meet Relation Between Two Regions

The current data model requires a completely clean topology of the sketched lines in
order to apply qualitative reasoning as it is described in this thesis (e.g., binary

topological relations). If a scene is to be analyzed on a more detailed level, however,
metric aspects as studied by Egenhofer (1997) and Shariff (1996) become relevant
(Egenhofer and Mark 1995).
A hand drawn sketch contains drawing errors that can influence the outcome of the
region extraction process by changing the topological relation between two regions.
Specifically if a 0-meet relation is mistakenly drawn as a 1-meet relation, then the two
regions can be combined to a new region. In the case of a 0-meet relation, however, the
regions cannot be combined as this would result in a complex region.
To incorporate such metric refinements for the topological relations would possibly
result in more accurate sketch interpretations. It also would allow it to be more
automated as it would rely less on a clean topology of the sketch.

5.3.3.2 Continuity
Currently, the continuity angle is measured between two adjacent boundary segments.
In a case where any of the two boundary segments is very short, the continuity angle
might not be representative for the perceived continuity (Chapter 3.4.1). Instead, a
somewhat generalized boundary segment or a global curvature measure could be used
to calculate a continuity angle.

7.3.3.3 Filling Gaps
The option to fill gaps can be vital for a correct interpretation of a sketch. In some
cases, however, gaps should be extracted the same way as regions in order to fill the
gaps with regions that correspond to people's mental model (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2. R@ning the method tojill gaps: (a) using patch C as it is done by the
current algorithm and (3) usmg continuity tojind region D with a better gestalt.

7.3.3.4 Drawing Errors
Drawing errors, such as overshoots, undershoots and slivers, are corrected by a clean
function before the actual region extractior, process. In doing so, some infcrrmition that
c c ~ d dreveal rnore details about the pcssib~erekions in a sketch might be cc-rmyrc)niised.
For example, a slivzr indicates that the harne irne is drawn twice and, theretors, diese

lines are most !ikely where two regions meet. In cases where draw-ing errors o x u r , they
couid give better insights on regions in a sketch thus improving the result of the region
extraction.

7.3.3.5 Removing a Region's Boundary
The analysis of the shortcomings of the PSI algorithm in Chapter 6.4.3 has shown that
the rationale of removing an identified region's boundary, outlined in Chapter 4.2.4,
could not be relied on at all times. The result of the PSI algorithm could be improved
by refining this rationale.

,

7.3.4

Extensions to the Algorithm

The PSI algorithm of extracting regions from line drawings has shown satisfying
results for sketches within the project scope. To improve the correctness and to extend
the use of the algorithm, however, further extensions are proposed here.

7.3.4.1 Open Lines
Currently, any open line in the sketch is ignored and deleted from the sketch. This is
done, because no open line can be part of a simple region. By deleting a line, valuable
information might be lost. For example, if a line crosses through a region (starting from
the region's exterior, crossing through the interior and ending again in :he region's
ex.t.erior). then it is clearly perceived as such (a line crossing through one region).
Zkietiilg the two open seginents of the line. however, ~ i iresult
l
in two patches that in
tinr~will result in more than one regi,m.

'7.3.4.2 Refinement for Good Gestalt Measure and ldentifying Regions with other
Gestalt Laws
The PSI algorithm uses the notion of good continuity to identify a set of possible
regions from a sketch and to describe a region's gestalt. The laws of organization also
define other principles (e.g., regularity, symmetry, proximity, co-linearity, cocircularity, parallelism, closure, similarity, and simplicity) that can possibly be used for
both, the set module and the gestalt module instead or in addition to continuity (Figure
7.3). The analysis of the shortcomings of the PSI algorithm showed that such an
extension of the algorithm could lead to a better performance of the set module and of

.

the gestalt module. For example, because regular shapes were not identified or were
not assigned a good gestalt, regularity could be of great value for this algorithm.
In order to successfully describe any of these principles, the geometry of a shape has
to be described in a formal way. Three basic shape attributes represent the
characteristic physicality of a shape: vertex angle (e.g., absolute value or
right/acute/obtuse; always on inside or always on outside of region), relative length of
edges (e.g., relative to stroke length; relative to sketch extend), curvature of a boundary
segment (Park and Gero 1999).
Probably the most challenging task of using multiple set modules and gestalt
modules is to decide which nioduie to use for a particular spatial scene. An ontologybcpsed appr~~ach
could choose appropriate modules according to information given ,by
the user about the nature of the sketcned scene (e.g., if the sketch contains buildings
then rectangles are considered to have a better gestalt than a circle, hence, regularity
would be chosen. If the scene contains land parcels, then no overlapping regions are
allowed).
Research on using laws of organization in computer vision can be found in Lowe
(1990), hlohan and Nevatia (1992), Park and Gero (1999), Saund (2003), Saund and
Moran (1995), Zabrodsky and Algom (1994), and Zhu (1999).

conversion

1

create patches

-kt

Figurc 7.3. Tne algorithm of extracting regions from a sketch with additionul set
modules and gestalt modules.
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